Abstract. The objective of this paper is to determine the Szegö kernel of the domain 3 = {(z, f, w) e C+m+1 ; Qmw > ||z||2 + |K||2"} explicitly in closed form.
The unbounded domain 3 is weakly pseudoconvex with degenerate Levi form whenever p > 1. Furthermore the domain 2 is not "decoupled" when m > 1. The definition of decoupled domains can be found, for example, in [Mc] . Decoupled domains were considered recently, for example, by [DT] , [Mc] .
There are relatively few classes of domains with smooth boundary where the Szegö kernel is explicitly known in closed form. We consider here a class of weakly pseudoconvex domains with smooth boundary. In particular, we do not assume that the defining function is decoupled. The authors believe that this is one of the few examples of such domains where the Szegö kernel is computed explicitly. See also the work of Christ [C] .
Recent interest in explicit formulas for the Szegö and Bergman kernels is motivated by the surprising effectiveness of these formulas. We illustrate this point by two cases. The striking discovery of Christ and Geller [CG] that the Szegö kernel of certain weakly pseudoconvex domains is not analytic off the diagonal was derived from Nagel's [N] explicit formula. In [M2] , an explicit formula allowed Machedon to test if the Szegö kernel is a singular integral with respect to a certain nonisotropic metric.
We recall that a holomorphic function / on the domain 2 belongs to the Hardy space ß?2(3), by definition, if and only if sup / |/(z, C , t + /||z||2 + /|| C ||2p + ip)\2dV(z, C)dt < oo.
The subspace %'2( d 3) of L2( d 2), consisting of boundary values of holomorphic functions / £ %?2(2), is a closed subspace of L2(d 2). The Szegö projection is the orthogonal projection S : L2( d 3) -> ßf2(d2) and the Szegö kernel S(z, Ç , t; z', Ç', t') is the distribution kernel on 8 2 x d2 given by Sf(z, C,t)= I S(z, C,t;z', Ç',t')f(z', C',t')dV(z', C)dt'.
Jd3¡
We identify the boundary of 2 , d 2 with Cn x Cm x R, where the coordinates are (z, Ç , t).
Theorem 1. The Szegö kernel of the domain 2 = {(z, £ , w) £ Cn+m+x ; 3mio >in2 + iicn2n ¡s
The constants c^ = c^(n, m, p) can be computed explicitly by an elementary recursive calculation. Moreover, c"+x is never zero, and the q. , k -1, ... , n, vanish when p = 1.
Corollary 1. The Bergman kernel of the domain 2 is
Here, the function A is given by A = j(w' -w). The constants d^ can be computed explicitly from the constants C\,... ,cn+\.
We mention that Corollary A further special case n = 0, m-I coincides with the well-known example of Greiner and Stein [GS] . Moreover, in the very special case n = 1 , m = 1 , i.e. the domain {(z, Ç , w) £ C3 ; 3w w > \z\2 + | C |2p} gives exactly the same formula that appears in [Ml, p. 30] . The method used in [Ml] is different from ours. Another special case is the Siegel upper half plane, that is p = 1. Since the coefficients c^ , k = 1, ... , n , vanish when p = 1, our result is consistent with the classical formula _, , ,, in+x2n~xn\ S(z, w; z ,w) = n"+Hw -W -2iz • z')"+1
The origin of our method goes back to the papers [D 'Al] , [GS] . This method can be applied to more general domains than 2. Let us describe the results without stating them in full generality. Let mx, ... , m¡ be positive integers, m -(mx, ... , m¡) and let Pi, ... ,p¡ be positive numbers. We use a^ = (atjti, ... ,ajt'mj), j = 1, ... , I, for multi-indices. Consider the domain 24> = {(z,w)£<Ö^+x; Zmw><t>(z)},
with zU) = (z/,i, ... , zj,mj) £ £m>, ;'=1,...,/.
Theorem 2. The Szegö kernel of the domain 2$ has the series representation
The function A is given by A = j[4>(z) + cj)(z') -i(t -t')]. Also note that by definition zU)z'{j) = (z¡, xz'jt,,..., z¡,mjz)<m¡).
We will prove only Theorem 1, since similar techniques provide the proof of Theorem 2. The relation of the Bergman and Szegö kernels associated to the domain 3$ and the hypergeometric functions in several variables will be explored in [FH] . 
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In the first integral we use the substitution / = 4nXr2 in the definition of the gamma function T(x) = /0°° tx~xe~'dt to obtain 2 H r2aj+xe-4jzXrJdr -F(q> + 1)
Jo J arj-(4nX)°J+i The proof of this lemma is standard. It goes back to Bochner's representation result on tube domains. The reduction to the tube case is due to Stein [S] . See also Stein and Weiss [SW] .
The orthonormal system (6) immediately provides a reproducing kernel 7arß yi<*riß d2) kX(z,c;z',o=y: h;"/,"; a,ß l|Z 4 "»i in 77A(C+W), that is, for all g £ Hx (C"+m) (13) g(z, C) = / Kx(z, C;z', C)g(z', C')e-^^2+^^dV(z',a jR2n+2m
We express the Szegö kernel in terms of Kx(z, Ç ; z', Ç '). Indeed, applying (13) to the function / and using (10) from [NRSW] we obtain the Bergman kernel of the domain 3 by a simple differentiation. In ( 15) the kernel S is obtained by substituting w = t + i\\z\\2 + 2|| C II2" and w' = t' + i\\z'\\2 + i\\Ç'\\2p . D
